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Abstract

Fine-grain concurrent computers, by operating at a fine grain, increase the amount of
concurrency that can be efficiently exploited in a given problem. Programming is
simplified because programs may be partitioned into natural units of methods and
objects and these objects are addressed uniformly whether they are local or remote.
The construction of these machines poses challenging problems in reducing overhead,
increasing communication bandwidth, and developing resource management
techniques. This paper describes this class of machines, the challenges posed by their
construction, and recent progress toward meeting these challenges. ,.7
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Abstract _________

Fans-pain concurrent computers, by operating at a fine grain,
increase the amount of concurrency that can be efficiently
exploited in a given problem. Programming is simpilified MEMORY
because programs may be partitioned into natural units of
methods and objects and these objects ame addressed uni-
formly whether they are local or remote. The construction of
thesn machines poses challenging problem in reducing over-
head, increasing communication bandwidth, and developing CU FU CMO
resource management tochinif~ues. This paoe describes this
class of machines, the challenges posed by their construction,
and reent progress toward meeting these challenges.I

Figure 1: In the ame of a IMbit DRAM chip one can con-
struct a procssing modle with a 32-bit processor, a Soat-

a1 Introduction Jos point unit, a commuaicatom: cotoller, and 5l2K(bits of
NMmry.

The ruin size of a program refers to the size of the tasks and ____________________

mmese that make up the program. Coarse-prain programs
have a few long (Is lins) tasks, while fine-grain program on a single chip and has ms 10' bytes of memory. Fine.
have many short (ft 5pa) tasks. With more tasks that can gro node ams Imoand have low emory than coarows-pain
execute at a given time - viz. more concurrency - fine- noda, howerm beiae so little silicon ame is required to
prain programs (in the absence of overhead) result in faster build a fast pr sothey seed not have slower processors

U solutions than coarse-prain program.

Thegrina sizeof amsachine refers to the physicalasize and the At MIT we ar e veloping the JI-Machine [121 m a research
amount of memory in one processing node. A coarse-prain vehicle 10 investigate peoblem involved in the desep and
processing node requires hundreds of chips (several boards) provea- .-g of concurrent Computs with ins-pan pro-
and has a: 10' bytes of memory while fine-prain node fits& uigndsta ce~ xct iep rgas

171he resarcl dsicrbed int" poap Wienpported La part by the
Dees Advaned Research Piojct Ageacy sadie contracts N00OCH.
WOC.022 and N00014-3S-K-0124 and tn par by a Nataids So-. Procmnor are Imexpenaiw
esePsdto Pruddestisl Yamn I*aigst~p Award with -Saig

had. crom eisr Electric Corporation. VLSI tadhnology malms it possible to bu small, powerful
prmn eleint. A IM-hit DRAM chip has an area of

____ ___ ___ 2 3 J4 Ai (A is half the minismm line width [231 .). In the same

Aceu For am -e can build a single chip processing node as shown in
Figure 1. The chip includes

NTIS CRA&I A 32-bit procesmor iSMAS
DTIC TAB A oting-pomnt unit 32MA3

Ufna1;f1ou':ed A cmmunication controller AMA'
5l2Kbits RAM 18A
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jefilben maacim ais built with cocmmodity pert (jelly-
bean) technology.

A fine-pram processing node hos two major advantages: den-
sity and muncry bandwidth. Several hundred sinsle-chip
nodes cam be packaged on a single printed circit bosed per
mittingus to explost hundreds of time the acnmeacy of
madhine with board-sind nodes. With on-chip ummmoy we
can mead an entire rowr of memory (1211.o 256 bite) in a ainglie
cycle without incurrng the delay of several chip cromings.
This hi& memory bandwidth allows the meoy to sinml- Fiur 2: The ompttioa graph ofia concurrent Propram.
tamwously buffer messages from a high badwidth network Th Toie gMMOMn a loWa coutation being pefome
and provide the processor with umt*rctious and de at as mofc a eneoms compute. The edge repeset

Fine pin mahine re qute e~ent. e meaure . aton scumi Ie- - vertio. The time required
ieancy hne a ut fiin.W ssus tofi pude, th omoputai s bounded below by the sumof

cityedge end weta tims alon the critical path for the eampu-
taion.

CA -1/AT (1)

(where A is are and T is time) rahe than A Globa Addias Space Simpli~m Program-

1/NT (2) aa
A fins-pain smachine with a globa address @pace simplifies(where N is the number of processors). Proponents of coarse pgorpsjug. DeCai the Machine ezecute1 peopaMs at

prain machines argue that a machine constructed from Wev- 91mar natural partiio di methods ad objects, the problem
Cral thousand single-,chip node would be inwienst because ofipetiong the Progam into appropriate sed pieces (the
many of the processing node will be idle. N is large. hee gropm i of .votie is. 2) in eliminated. Each object is
epj is small. A user, however, is not concerned with N, but asprt atmslCc mto eaaeyshdld
rather with what the machine coets, A. and how long it takes aeeseptto n c ehdi saeeyshdld
to solve a problem. T. Fine-grain machines have a very high A globa addss spew eliminand mc of the bookkeeping
CA because they are able to uiot more concurrency in a required in a eystmn with non-uniform naming. In may
smaller area. exist*n concurrent gempute local objects are releece

through a poiner while global objects require, an explicit
mad and readve (30). Providing a global address space al-

Concurrency is Plentiful low objects to be refeence via a single mechanism (the
virtual addrese) regardlee of their location, and relieves the

Many computationally demanding problem have an abun- proprameer of the bokkeeping required to kesp track of
dance of concurrency. This concurrency exista at many le. node numbers. Pfrpansbeom both esirto wnite and
els: at the coarsest grain we iterate over the pidpoints of awre Portable
a problem. For each gndpoint we may perform some vco
operations that can be carried out in parallel. Each op- akrm
eration may involve the evaluation of some expressions or
method that can be performed simultaneously. Within one The J-Mchn bue"d on previous work in the deign of
expression, Several arithmetic operations can he peformed meme-pialg and shared smnory machines. Like the Cal-
in parallel. lohCsi Cube [21, the Intel iPSC [1S), and the N-CUBE
At the level of methods (subroutines), the natural prain- [24), eaub node of the .1-Machine has a local memory and
size of a computation is 10 instructions [5). The mesage coammeanicates with other nodes by passing moages. The
transmission and reception overhead (the time for one edg in i-Machin can explot oncurrency at a much Aine rpain
Figure 2) on extisting message-passing computers is in eiethen thes early message passing computers. Delivering a
of 500 instruction times. As a result these mchines operate insge and dispatchintg a task in reponse to the msage
at a prain vsz of 2000 instructions. Conceptually 100 vertices arrival tahe onthe i-MachinemF asopsdto Sm onan
of the fine-prain computation graph aregrouped together to iPSC. ik the BBDN butterfly 141 and the IBM RP3 125) the
amortize the communication and synchronisation overhead. i-Machin provde a global virtual address space. The same
By reducing communication and synchronisatioo overhead to IWe (virtual addresses) are used to rlen on and off node
permit edcient execution at a prain mss of 10 intructions objects. Like the InMOS trasputer (I71 and the Caltech
we can eploit 100 times as much concurrency. MOSAIC (221 a i-Machine node is a single chip processing



element antqtrating a &Processor, memory, and & communi-
catico unit. The J-Machine extends thene previous seeat. s
by providing efficient mechanism for supporting fine-grain____________
concurrent propramming systems. N

N, .8

Outline

The maJOr challenge in building a machine to exploit; Gane- 6
gran ;oacuffency is to reduce the overhead asociated with m6TTMM
message swading and task switching to a level that is smalT
compared with the task se. This overhead has two com-
ponents. T.., the latency due to networks, and TW. the N
latency due to task switching in a node. Low latency om-
munication networks are described an Section 2. It as shown 1agure 3: The latency of stere-n-forwi resting (A) ami-
that low-dimensional k-sty n-cube networks outperform bi- PNW to wssMe owning (B). Wormihole rousting reduces
nary n-cube (hypercubes). To exploit the low-latency of latency beom the product of j~ and D to the sumn of these
these networks requires processing elements that can reac two copnns
quickly to the arrival of messages. The architecture of ach
a meae-driven processor is described in Section 3.

product of these two compnents.

2 Interconnection Networks Turn - Tc (I+ D), (3)

VLSI system are wire limited. The cost of these systemTp-T - ) 4
is predominantly that of connecting devices, and the per-
formance is limited by the delay of these intecnctions. where Tc is the channel transmission time. L ts the message
Thus. an interconnection network must maie efficient use of length in bits, W is the chatnel width in bits, and D is the
the available wire. The topology of the network must map number of channels the mas must traverse (distance).
into the three physical dimensions so that meages are not
required to double back on themselves, and in a way that Consider a concurrent computer with 64K nodes connected
allows messages to use all of the available bandwidth alomg a a M-ary 4-cube with $-bit wide channels (W m 8). Assuin-
their path. Also, the topology and routing algorithm mst lag no locality, the average distance a mesage must travel in
be simple so the network switches will be sufficiently fast to this machine is D = 15. For 256-bit manges, Twtu = 477c,
avoid leaving the wires idle while making routing decisions. an order al magnitude lsse than T.,P = 4807c.

Our recent findings suggest that lowr-dimnsional h-sty a-
cube interconnection networks [7[ using wormho~le ""'ti Low-Dimensional k-azy ft-Cubesjig [27) 1191 and virtual chmnnels [81 ste capable of providing the
performance required by bem-pain concurrent arhiecurs Many coucurrent computers have been built using binary
To test these ideas, we have constructed two prototype VLSI w-cube (hypercube) interconnection networks because these
routing chips. the torus routing chip (TRC) (6], and the net- networks ane optimal when all channels are considered equal.
work design frame (NDF) [10). The mesh routing chip MRC However, considering a channel in a binary rn-cube to be
[141. based on similar principles, has been applied in a coo*- equal to a channel in a low-dimensionial network is not a
mercial product [21. mon"b assumption. Because binary n-cubes have long

wires sad high bisetion widths their channels are typically

Wormhole Routing inrwr and dowe than the channels in a low-dimensional
metwork. When these factors are taken into account, the
low-dimnsional networks out-perform the high-dimensional

With wormnhole routing (Figure 3D) as moon as each flit (Nlow- netwrks
control digit) of a message arrives at a node it is forwarded to
the next node. With sjore-and-ferwe,-d rouating (Figure 3A), Coader the nfeark shon in Figure 4. Suppose the bi-
the method used by most existing concurrent computers, the nary 6-cube has 4-bit wide channels (as in the Caltech Cos-
entire message is received before forwarding the packoet to the mic Cube (281). As -ay 2-cube with 16-bit wide channels
next node. Uzing wormhole routing gives a network laecy, has the same wiring complexity. With wormhole routing and
Twjr, that as the sum of a component due to message lenigth 256-bit massages the 6-cube has a latency of 677c, while the
normalised to channel width jp, and a component due to 2-cube has a laency of only 2OTc. Increasing the radix. k.

of a k-sy it-cube while holding wiring compleity (bisection
the distance the mesage must travel, D. With str-ed width) constant increases both Wcc kandD cc kis. This de-
fovers! routing, on the other hand, the latency, Tsg,, is the



creses the component of latency due to message lengh. it,

while increasing the component due to distance, D. The min- ...

ifMM latency Occurs When thes two components a&e neary

equal (Figure 5). For L as 200 the optimum dimension, ft. s

rigure 6: Latency vs. Tift r a 32-say 2-cube. L=2nbits.

ASOMi linesm pre11ietd 186010. Maints are meinrmeu talm
fre a simulator.

Figure 4: Two 64-node h-say u-cubes: an S-ay 2-cube (A)
and a binary 6-cube (B). Network A has a bisection width

of 16 channels while B hag a bisectigowidth of 64 chuannls. (1024 nodes). The solid lim is the predicted latency. The

Thus the channels in A can be made four Liam as wide as Points an" - tae frND61m asiinalator. The mode)

the hanelsin fo %b sam wiingcoml*3ty.agres with the sioulation within 5%. with the model bein
the channels in Bfor the same wirig complexity. ___saturation.

Latency *am 1001 then M AS trafic a vncressed from
tee to 30 caei Strto (nmism throughput)

occurs at a 4WS Capaty.

10

.to Became wiMe are $brtrte Channels in these net-
works0f tYPicafy peae fast than in high dimensional

newr increasing throughput adfrhrdcee

* . ~Low-dWAM sioa etwork bave bette qutuaing per-

p SurMaIMeU 0f" thinks of Channels as being servers,

resulting in & ow averagservice time.

Figure 5: Latency as a function of dimension for networks Of esnao hvkurruewihgatrcpiy

constant bisection width (B=N, LwIS0). Lowdimenimal a Because the oontuol logic for a network switch typically

networks (left) axe distance limited, while high1-dimesional scale with the aumber of dimenions, the switches for

networks (right) are message-length lited. low-inssl networks ame simpler than those for
high-dimensina networks.

two for up to 1K nodes and three for 1K to 32K nodes, and
four for 32K to IMi nodas. Virtual Chmnnel

The throughput of a network is the maximum number Of

messages that can be deliveed per unit time. It is often Mx Until recently there was no known alorthm hor deadlock-

pressed as a fraction of the network's capacity, the number free routing in k-ary u-cube, wormhole networks. The con-

of messagea that would be delivered if every channel of the ventioeal sfectewed bofer pos algocfbms tha are used in

network was fully used. As the amount of traffic in the net- store-and-foeward networks are not applicable to networks

work increases, the latency of a ageP is increasd. The that use wormhole routing. These algorithm interleave the

latency given by (3) assumes an unloaded network. item being buffered (packets in a etote-and-foewart net-
work), but wormhole networks buffer fits that cannot be

We have developed a queueing model of k-ay n-be worm- ititd
hole ntworks that accurately predicts the latency as A Iunc-

tion of network traffic, and allows us to calculate the rowd- We have developed a new class of algorithm hor deadlock

lum throughput Wor a given network configuration 1T]. Fig- free routing based on the concept of nrtde chses. Shown

ure 6 shoas how latency varies with traffic for a 32-say 2-cube in Figure 7, virtual channel algorithms operate by restrict-



* switch architectume sbown in Figure 9. She mauting logic is
partitioned into two-way switches. The partitioned switch's

0 data4" path aed central loIc ane simpler (and thus mailer
sad faster) Shan the esetrajised crossbar design used in the
TRC. A signal pme. through only IQ pit delays from input
to output fiat a uropagation delay of 20=. (estimated).V .) Bidirectional data channels are need a the NDF to reduce

* latency and to exploit locality. Becase wire density tos
a* limitation, the two directions of communication will

shar She same data wires. While She NDF is constructed us-
@8 sag CMOS technlogy, amenicatiseaon these bidirectional

I', data wires sues ECL signal leves to improve speed, reduce
power dlisspatimn, and redu- arnies. The NDF uses low-

U, a valtage swing output Iads beside.s a desmg by Knight 120].
Reducing the voltage swing by a hactor of 5 ahe these pads

Sm astheqato olae f te asdsi
f.b"." 1 1,106 pate 1/25 (0%) as snach powe as cnventional pads. Since

nod wneths 0vage repesets A considerale reduction
Figure 7: Considering routing to he a function C x N C in total power dissipation.
rather than the conventional N x N .- C deadlock corr-
sponds to cycles in the channel dependency graph (right)
rather than the interconnection graph (left). Dy multiplex- Adaptive Routing
ing two virtiAl channels on each physical channel, we can
restrict the routing function to eliminate deadlock (bottom). The TRC and NDF awe oblivious routers - viz, the route

_____________________________ selected Sor a meanage is determtined only by the source and

ing routing rather than by restricting buffer allocation. To dasato nodes. In partcular, they route a message first
do this requires that routing he a function of the channel a in the Xdietion ad then inthe Ydirecton. As shown
message arrves on and the destination node, C x N - C, in Figure 10 if several souru? having the sam Y coordinate
rather than the node a message is on and th aiam transmit meeages to several destinations having the same X
node. N x IV - C. Projecting this function gives a de- coordinate only one moeage can procedat atime2 .
pendency relation among channels. By multiplexing several As soni iue1,sml eadgteXYmtn r
virtual channels on each physical channel we can restrict sh own es in iueadly h reln th e aoingd or-
routing in a manner that avoids dadlock without leasing deould trual hdaloi The ndockh cand she vieb
strong connectivity. A set of virtual channels all share the tioun th eae irtln chnesagtes not adouh dmec-
same physical wires. Each virtual channel requires only a sags to1 seaeet unraken from weso an
single flit buffer. The virtual channel method can be used to sgs11.W aercnl netkntedsg fa

B .route deadlock free in any strongly connected network [81. adaptive router chip (ARC) boed on this technique.

The Torus Rout ing Chip 3 A Message-Driven Processor

The Torus Routing Chip (TRC), shown in Figure 8, is a Conventional instruction processors are ill-suited to serve as
self-tamed 1261 VLSI chip that performs wormhole routing in processing nodes in a concurrent computer. Their 1/0 eye-
k-ary n-cube networks, and uses virtual channels to prevent teas are designed to handle high-lacy peripherals (e.g.,
deadlock 16). A single TRC provides $-bit data chiannels in disks) and thus they respond slowly (ra 100 instruction times)
two dimensions and can he cascaded to add more dimensions, to asage arriving ove the network. Also their registe-
A TRC network can deliver a 150bit message in a 1024 node oriented instruction isets, designed to match a fast processor
32-sty 2-cube with an average latency of 7.5gps. with a slow UMary in pfarpamnig environments where

contedt switches ane infrkequent (Ilin as 25000 instructions),
are not appropriate in a procening noder contaling a fast

The Network Design Frame local minmoty and in an envirnment where contedt switches
happen every 10 instructions.

The Network Design Frame (NDF) [101 incorporates a pari-
tioned switch architecture [141, bidirectional data channels,
and low-voltage output drivers to achieve a worst-case la- 201 onofth t"o Goddirsm (soum Y coordas"at o destiuo
tency of 3pas in a 4K node 64-ary 2-cube. In the partitioned X coordiate) ussbe j to en meata
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Figure 8: Phostmagirpp of the Team Routing Chip
(TRC).

Figr 9: By using a paritioned atapath (right) the ?4DF Figure 10: A paheocal ageam pattern. Three sources

requires less are and runs faster than the TRC which use with Use am Y coordinate tramit mies to three des-
centalizd c.bar witc (let).tinatiem with the sm X coordfinates. With oblivious X-Y

a cetralzed rossar wtch 1~)routing (solid lies) only am esg can proceed at a time.
An adaptive rester (dashed lin) can maie use of alternate
peaws to mowt the nmoges without interference.



Send Instruction

The dDP injects messaes into the network using a send

A Ainstruction that trasits anm or two wds (at most one
from memory) and Optionally terminate the M sage. The
first word of the message is interpreted by the network as
an absolute ende addres (in xy format) and is stripped off

beo delivery. The emainder of the mesage is transmit-
ted without modlkaost. A typical muep send is shown
in Figure 12. The firt instruction sands the absolute ad-

Westbo.nd Eastbound dram of the destination mode (contained in 30). The senad
VCs VCs instruction ends two wads of data (hom .l ad 32). The

final t rtion sends two additional wo of data one from

Westbound 3, and ame fm memory. The un the IDE instruction
marks the end at the message and causes it to be transmt-
ted into the Network. Is a C4curemt SmaJntalk message,

Figure 11: (A) Relaxing the X-Y routing order results in the first word is a messmg header, the econd specifies the
cycles in the channel dependency graph and thus a potential receive, the third woed is the selector. subsequent words
deadlock. (B) To prevent deadlock we can add additional contain arguments. and te Ana wod is a continuation. On
virtual channels to separate eastbound message from west. our register-tanser simulator, this sequence executes in 4
bound masages. clock cyces.

Early in the design of the UDP we considered making a mes-

The solution adopted in many machine is to increase the sap send a g im uctim that took a mmsp template,
memory size of the code so a larger put of the prublem can filled in the template uaing the current addressing environ-
be performed in each node. This has the efect of reducing meat, and transmitted the messags. Each template entry
the concurrency to a point where the number of instructions specified one word of the mesage as being either a constant,
executed between messges exceeds 103. This increases the the contents of a data register, or a memory reference offset
perceived efficiency from 10% to 90% when messured in from an address register (like an operand descriptor). The
terms of t£N (2). This measure of efciency, however, ignores template approach was abandoned in favor of the simpler
the cost of the node. If instead we measure efciency in
terms of CA (1). the actual eSciency has been reduced by
making the node Larger. To truly increase the efficiency, we SEND ItO *ag o et address
must build small, efficient nodes. S502 Rt .R2 header and receiver

At MIT, we are developing the messge-driven procesor 3=29 R.C3.A3. selector end coattauatxon - end sng.

(MDP), a small, efficient processing node for a musage-
passing concurrent computer (9]. It is deigned to support Figure 12: MDP assembly code to send a 4 word message
fine-grain concurrent programs by reducing the overhead and use three variants of the Sf instruction
latency associated with receiving a mesage, by reducing the
time necessary to perform a context switch, and by providing
hardware support for object-oriented concurrent program-
ring systems. one or two operand SI0 instruction because the template

did not significantly reduce code space or execution time. A
The MDP provides the following mechanisms two operand SDb instruction results in code that is nearly si

I. A send instruction to inject short messages into the dense as a template and can be implemented using the same

network with a minimum of delay, control loc musd for arithmetic and logical instructions.

2. A message unit that controls the reception and buffer-
ing of mesages. Message Reception

3. A scheduling mechanism that decides when to preempt Message reception overhead is reduced to ft lps by buffer-
execution and selects a mesae to be executed when ing, scheduling, and dispatching message in hardware. The
a method suspends. MDP maintains two memage/schedubl queues (correspond-

4. A general tranation mwham. ing to two priority levels) in its on-chip memory. As messagesarrive over the network, they we buffered in the appropriate

5, A small processor state and two sets of processor reg- queue. The queue are implemented as circular buffers. It is
isters to support fast task switches. important that the quoue have sufficient performance to ac-

cept words from the network at the same rate at which they

arrive. Otherwise, musage would backup into the network



causing congestion. To achieve the required performance,
special addressing hardware is used to enqueue or dequeue
a message word with wraparound and full/empty check inmeo
" single clock cycle. A queue raw buffer allows equeuang
to proceed using oatneory cycle for each four word re-
ceived. Thus a program can execute in parallel with message
reception, with little loe of memory bandwidth. G od

The MDP schedules the task eaciated with ach queed m
message. At any point in time, the MDP is woecuin theON
task aciated with the first mes sai the highest prior-
ity rn-empty queue. If both queues are empty, the MDP
is idle - viz., executingl a backuound task. Sending a me*-
sage implicitly schedules a task on the destinationmode. The N
task will be run when it reaches the head of the queue. This
simple two-priority scheduling mechanism removes the over-
head associated with a software scheduler. More sophisti-
cated scheduling policies may he implemented -n top of this
substrate.

Moessges become ochre~ either by arriving while the n*o ns
idle or executing at a lower priority, or by being at the head
of a queue when the preceding manage sepead execution. Figure 14: The CALL mesage invols a osthod by tranalat-
When a message becme active, a handler is dispatchedi in in O method identiler to fiW the code, creating a oontext
one clock cycle. The dispatch fores execution toa physical) to hold local state sod translating argument
address specified in temsaehdr. Thum' hyialis (i - m

used directly to process messages requiring low latency (e.g., deafstim to locate argumtsl.
combining ad forwarding). Other mesages (e-g., remote
procedure call) specidy a handler that locates the required An early vesem of the MDP bad a fixed aet of mesage hau-
method (using the translation msch--1s described below) di in microcode. An analysis of these handlers showed
and then transfers control to it. that their parfoemseam was limited by ommory amses. Thus

For example, the call handler code is shown in Figure 13 and thr was little advantage in using migccde. The mi-
its execution is depicted in Figure 14. The first instruction -ood' was elimated, the handlers were wocoded in so-
gets the method ID (offset 1 into the message). To facili- sebly' language, & a Ow thewse .pee was dineod to he
tate access to the mesag arguments, hardware initialize the physical addres of the handler routine. Prequently used
register A3 to contain an address descriptor (base/length) liadless are costaied in an os-chip ROM. This approach
for the current message. The next instruction traalss the simp~e the cetral structure of the machine and gives us
method LD into an address descriptor far the msthod. If Goabilty to redeAi- message handlers to fix bugs, for in-
the translate faults, because the method is a"t resident or struseentation (e4., to count the number of sands), and to
the descriptor is not in the cache, the fault handler fires implement sew mesag types.
the problem and reschedules the mesage. If the translation The mmge qumw orapa-ly allociate storage froe the heap,
succeeds, the final instruction (resume) transer control to fa each isoigs ae This aliminmed the need to copy
the method. The method code may then, read in arguments mmeag when a method suspended for intermediate results.
from the message queue. The argument object identifiers am However, the cost of allociating and reclaiming storage for
translated to physical memory base/length pairs using the each inaeW proved to he prohibitive. Instead, we settled
translate instruction. If the method needs spc to str oo n the preallocatsed circular bufler. When a method suspends
ca state, it may create a context object. WhenM the method for intermediate results, ineass argumssts are copied into
has finished execution, or when it needs to wait for a reply, a Woetat object. The overhead of this copying is small since
it executes a SUSPIND instruction pawning control to the nam the osest mao he rae" anyway to specify a continuation
message. and to hold live variables. The Axed buffer also provides a

coneset layering. Priority we messages are sent when the
memry a"ocao rose out of room and priority one mosagpe

NM (1 ,A3].,tO; got meeked Id are sent when the priority ser queue fills.
XLATI RO.AO translate to addroe doewLptor
UIS 2 Itrastear control to sethod

Tramalation
Figue 13: MDP assembly code for the CALL mesae The MDP is an experiment in unifying shared-memory and

m a wirng pWArse Computers. Shared-memory Ma-
chins provide a uniform global name space (address space)



that allows processing ekemts to scce data regardless of Synchroaniation Using T44P
its location. Memage-passing achines perform communica-
tIoD mad ynchronmisatio via Dode-to-mode mesages. These An MDP word is 36-bits: & 4-bit tag and a 32-bit datum.
two conceps AM a"e Mutually exclusive. The MDP provides Tap are used both to support dynamically-typed program-
a virtual dressing meanism intended to support a global miag Languages and to support concurrent progamamng con-
name space while using an execution mechaism baed on st such a relocatable objects and futures.

amsage passing.
For example, m ide the case where an object. A. sends

The MDP implements a global virtual addre. space using a mmage to an object. B, instructing B to perform some
a very general translation mechanism The MDP memory comptation and them to return the result in a nre* mesge
allows both indexed and set-associative acoe. By build- to update A's local vuiable s. To syndroism with the reply,
ing comparators into the column multiplexer of the os-chip A, st tap z as a C-FIT (hr context future) them wads
RAM. we ae able to provide set-aociative accem with only the mNap mad poceeds without waiting fr a reply. If the
a small increase in the sise of the RAM's peripheral circuitry. reply arrivs bele A uses z exmutio simply contnues. An

The translation mechanism is exposed to the p attempt to Mes bZEA, the Wepy, bowese, Multa in a trap

hp ammer that sAuseds execution until the reply arrives.
with the UT= and XILAT instructions. WR Ita.Rb aso-
ciates the contents of a (the key) with the contents of Rb
(the data). The association is made oan the full 36 bits of the The Efects of a Small Memory
key so that tap may be used to distinguish ditfereat keys.
JUATE Ra.Lb looks up the data associated with the contents
of Ra and stores this data in Lb. The instruction faults if secar t mp a op lo b am ce, t inothe lookup masse or if the data is not an ad dss- neceesa y to hssp a co of the progam code (ad the op-
tor. ILAT mi.b can he ued to lookup other type. of adds eratiag system code) at ah node. In fact, a copy of the

entire operating system will mot fit into a node's memory.
This mechanism is used by our system code to cache ID to Each MDP keep a method cache in its memry and fetches
address descriptor (virtual to physical) translations, to cache methods from a single distributed copy of the program on
ID to node number (virtual to physical) translations, and to Cache misss.
cache class/selector to address descriptor (method lookup)
translations. Soae may argue that the MDP is unbalanced according to

Tap am an integral part of our addressing mechanism. An the rule of thumb stating that a 1MP p rocmor should have

ID may translate into an address descriptor for a ocal objet, a 1MByte memory. The MDP is an as 4MIP p om r and

or a node address for a global object. The tag allows us to only has a 36KByte memory. We argue bowever that it is

distinguish these two cas and a fault provides an efficient not the size of the memory in a sigle node that is important,

mechanism for the test. Tap also allow us to distinguish an but rather the -mout of memory that can be accmied in

ID key from a class/selector key with the same bit pattern a gien period of time. In a 64K node machine cotructed
from MDP* and using a fast muting network, a procemor

Most computers provide a set associative cache to accelerate will be able to access a uniform address space of 2* words
translations. We have taken this mechanism and exposed (2 Byte) in Ia than 10ja.
it in a pair of instructions that a systems programmer cma
use for any translation. Providing this general mechanism The MDP provide may of the advatage of both mesg

gives us the freedom to experiment with differnt address passing multicomputers and shared-memory multiprocessors

translation mechanisms and different uses of translation. We Like a shared-memory machine, it provides a single global

pay very little for this flexibility since performance is limited name space, and needs to keep only a single copy of the ap-

by the number of memory accesses that must be performed. plication and operating system code. Like a mmsege-passing
machine, the MDP exploits locality in object placement, uses
memages to trigger eents, and gu efficiancy by sending a

Context Switches single message through the network instead of sading mul-
tiple words. While we plan to implement an ob)ect-oriented

Context switch time is reduced by making the MDP a mer- programming system on the MDP, we also e the MDP as
ory rather than regster basd procemor. Each MDP in- an emulator that can be used to experiment with other pro-

struction may read or write one word of memory. Because Fgimming models.

the MDP memory is on-chip, these memory references do
not slow down mstruction execution. Four general purpose
register are provided to allow instructions that require up 4 Conclusion
to three operands to execute in a single cycle. The entire
state of a contoxt may be saved and restored in lee than The J-Machine efficiently executes fine-grain concurrent pro-
12 clock cycles. Two register sets re provided, one for each grams by providing mmchausms that reduce the overhead
of two priority levels, to allow low priority memagem to be of message-paming, translation, and context switching to
preempted without $ving state. t Spas. Reducing ovehead to a time comparable with the

natural grain size of many concurrent programs alows the



programmier to exploit all of the concurrency present in theme progrm with suffcient conurincy to swamp any concur-
program rather than grouping many grains together - re- rent machin. A Concurrent opratng sy'stem musrt provide
ducing the concurrenicy to improve the efficiency. & means to tArodtk &@A such massively concurrent applica-

Low-dimsnsional k-aty n-cube networks that use wormhole tiom to mastch the concurrency to the available rources

routing and virtual channels can send a 6-word message Concurrent peogramming system ame still quite primtive.
across the diameter of & 4K-node concurrent computer in Abstractions for concurn=cy that express common patterns
4jjs. These lowr-dimensional networks (8 :S k :S 64 and of computation while hiding the details of implementation
2 S n !5 4) outperform binary es-cubes (k - 2) becautse wre required [111. Compilera should perform optimizations
they balance the component of latency due to message length that expose concurrency int program and automate the place-
with the component due to distance. These networks ame in. met of objects onto processin nodes. Concurrent sofware
plemented with VLSI chips such as the TRC [E1, the NDF twchanlop met mature for these powerful machines to we
[101, and the MRC [141 that perform all routing and buffer- wiepra ow.
ing internally using no memory bandwidth or CPU time on
intermediate nodes. Adaptive routers are being developed
that will further improve routing performance by reducing Acknowledgement
contention.
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